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The Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund invests in a range of large listed companies working towards a more sustainable future. 
The fund is managed by Triodos Investment Management, part of Triodos Bank. Our approach to impact investing positively screens for companies that have a positive impact on society and the environment. We do that using seven sustainable transition themes, tracked against the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals. 




Award-winning investments



With 30 years' experience under our belt, we're recognised for sustainable investing.
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How the fund makes an impact



Support large sustainable companiesThe Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund is a Global Equity fund that supports large multinational companies in their move to more sustainable products and services. If large multinational companies begin to move in a more sustainable direction even one step at a time - the wider impact will be significant.
Large companies are often lower risk than small and medium sized companies, however they tend to have less potential for growth.
The fund spreads risk across regions and sectors, but please remember that all investments will rise and fall, so you could get back less than you put in.



We collaborate to achieve a sustainable futureWe can’t achieve a more sustainable future alone, so we collaborate with the companies we screen and invest in to promote and encourage sustainable practices.
We use the voting rights associated with our shareholdings to ensure that decisions around financial profit are never made at the expense of people or planet. 



We’re a global impact investorMore than ever, the world needs investments that make a positive impact, and impact investing plays an increasingly important role in the transition to a fairer and more sustainable world.
For over 30 years Triodos Investment Management have been investing for impact and have in-depth knowledge and expertise in making money work for people and planet. We have €5.7 billion in assets under management, all directly contributing to a more sustainable future.








Features



	Available within a tax-efficient Stocks and Shares ISA
	Total transparency about the companies selected for investment
	Invest from as little as £25 per month, or a lump sum or top up from £250
	Transparent charging structure

Before investing it’s important to consider the level of risk you are comfortable with. The Impact funds invest exclusively in stock market listed companies, which are generally considered to be higher risk and offer the potential for greater losses and returns than other asset classes, such as investing in property or our cash savings products. 
Investments should be held for the long term (e.g 5 years +) as they can go down as well as up in value and you may not get back the amount you originally invested. The benefits of an ISA depend on your individual circumstances and tax rules may change in the future. 
Investments are not covered by the Financial Services Compensation Scheme or the Dutch Investor Compensation Scheme.




Investment approach



We follow a rigorous approach to selecting companies for our funds
 Learn more 


 Close pop-up Our approach



Impact investing



There are lots of different investment approaches to ethical investments. Here’s how we do it. 
To ensure all companies we invest in have a positive social and environmental impact we follow a three step investment approach.




1. Filter in the 'good'



First, we positively screen for companies that contribute to the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals and meet one of our own transition themes.
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These themes are essential to transition to a sustainable future. Each one stems from the UN Sustainable Development Goals, which aim to end poverty, protect the planet, and ensure prosperity for everyone.




Our seven sustainable transition themes



1. Sustainable food and agriculture
Companies preserving soil, water systems, nature and biodiversity, or promoting sustainable food products and healthy diets.
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2. Sustainable mobility and infrastructure
Companies offering solutions for sustainable mobility and infrastructure, such as urban mobility, sustainable buildings and electric vehicles.
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3. Renewable resources
Companies providing alternatives to fossil fuels such as renewable energy and sustainable bio-based alternatives to finite resources, or contributing to efficient water infrastructure.
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4. Circular economy
Companies with circular economics principles, including efficient waste management and recycling, product-as-a-service business models, and eco-efficiency and product-life extensions.
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5. Prosperous and healthy people
Companies advancing health solutions, such as medical tech, healthcare, personal hygiene and fitness, or maintaining health by preserving the environment.
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6. Innovation for sustainability
Companies leading sustainable innovation and technology in cybersecurity, telecoms, robotics and IT.
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7. Social inclusion and empowerment
Companies providing education, inclusive financial services and access to media and information, plus companies advancing social inclusion and equality.
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2. Filter out the 'bad'



Using negative screening we sift out any companies that have a harmful impact on people and planet, such as products and services related to arms, fossil fuels, tobacco, gambling and animal testing.




3. Financial and sustainability analysis



We then conduct an integrated financial and sustainability analysis. This looks at the potential impact of economic, social and environmental changes on a company and its financial performance.




100% transparent investment portfolio



We publish every company we invest in through the Triodos Impact Funds on our interactive map, so you have complete confidence your investment is working for people and planet.
 Explore our map 


You might also be interested in



	Exploring the impact the fund made last year in our Impact Report
	Our Approach to Investing in the Stock Market
	Our Minimum Standards - for an explanation of products and services excluded from investment
	Our Proxy Voting Guidelines - for the voting philosophy of the Triodos Impact Investment Funds






ClosePerformance



Past performance is not a guide to future returns and you may not get back the amount you originally invested.
The fund is operated in euros, but we’ve priced it in sterling for UK investors, so your return is subject to the sterling to euros exchange rate. You're also exposed to currency fluctuations in regions the fund invests in, and any changes in exchange rates may affect the value of your investment.




Cumulative performance chart




Returns are shown as percentages and calculated on the basis that any income has been reinvested. Returns incorporate the ongoing charges, but do not take into account the impact of the annual service charge on the performance of your investment. 




Dividends



	Amount per share	£0.30
	Payment date	04/05/2023




Source: Triodos Investment Management. Income is variable and not guaranteed. 




Returns figures



Return
As of 31/03/2024
	 	1M	3M	YTD	1 Y	3 Y avg	5 Y avg	All avg
	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-cap	3.37%	8.39%	8.39%	15.54%	5.27%	7.39%	9.34%

	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-dis	3.37%	8.40%	8.40%	15.57%	5.27%	7.41%	9.35%
	Benchmark	3.20%	10.11%	10.11%	22.41%	11.89%	12.73%	12.27%








Calendar year return
	 	2023	2022	2021	2020	2019
	
 Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-cap	12.78	-10.69	6.95	12.41	17.72
	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-dis	12.80	-10.71	6.95	12.51	17.69
	Benchmark	17.34	-8.41	22.86	12.61	22.69








Benchmark: Morgan Stanley Capital International (MSCI) World in EUR converted to GBP. Returns are shown as percentages and calculated on the basis that any income has been reinvested. Returns incorporate the ongoing charges, but do not take into account the impact of the annual service charge on the performance of your investment.
The above averages or annualised returns take into account the effect of cumulative losses or gains on the performance of an investment. As such these averages are likely to differ from any calculation using the calendar year returns divided by the number of years.
  








Charges



	What are the charges	How much are they?	How are they paid
	Annual Service Charge	The balance of holdings up to and including £250,000.00	0.40% per annum	Paid by you quarterly

	The balance of holdings £250,000.01 and over	0.20% per annum
	Ongoing Charges Figure	 	1.00% per annum	Deducted from the fund daily




See below for more information on the Annual Service Charge and Ongoing Charges Figure, including examples of estimated charges and a more in-depth explanation of how your charges will be paid.




What do these charges mean?



Annual service charge - paid by you quarterly
The Annual Service Charge is tiered, so customers who hold more than £250,000 in either their Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA will pay a lower percentage on the investment balance over this amount.
	Holdings in either a Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA	Percentage charged per annum
	The balance of holdings up to and including £250,000.00	0.40%
	The balance of holdings £250,000.01 and over	0.20%




The Annual Service Charge (ASC):
	is a charge that is collected by Triodos Bank UK to cover costs of providing our investment service, including administration costs.
	is expressed as an annual percentage but calculated and paid quarterly, based on the average value of your holding across the previous quarter.
	is paid from money in the linked Cash Account or by selling shares if there isn’t enough cash available (for more information see ‘How can I pay for my Annual Service Charge?’). We do this on the first Calendar Day of a new quarter. The sale of shares to cover the Annual Service Charge is classified as a disposal for Capital Gains Tax purposes, so may need to be declared to HMRC (unless in a Stocks and Shares ISA).

Ongoing Charges Figure - deducted from the fund daily and not paid separately by you
The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF):
	is the ongoing costs of running the funds, also known as the Total Expense Ratio or TER. The OCF includes the fund managers Annual Management Charge and other expenses of running the fund, such as the board of directors and audit fees. The Annual Management Charge is the charge taken by Triodos Investment Management to select investments based on their sustainable and financial performance.
	is expressed as an annual percentage and calculated and deducted from the fund daily. The charge is reflected in the value of the fund and you do not need to pay for it separately.
	can be found in the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and may vary.
	includes the cost of converting between sterling and euros when buying and selling, which is charged at 0.2% of the exchange rate used (this fee is not applied directly to individual investments, it is shared by all euro and sterling investors in the fund and is already accounted for in the published share price).

Please note there may be a difference in the OCF for the distribution and capitalisation share classes, where this is the case, we will always show the highest figure. The OCF shown is correct as of 2 January 2024. 
Examples of estimated charges
	Type of charge	Annual percentage	Example based on a £10,000 investment*
	Annual Service Charge	0.40%	£40.00
	Ongoing Charges Figure	1.00%	£100.00
	Total	1.40%	£140.00





  
	Type of charge	Annual percentage	Example based on a £300,000 investment*
	Annual Service Charge up to £250,000	£250,000 @ 0.40%	£1,000.00

	Annual Service Charge over £250,000	£50,000 @ 0.20%	£100.00
	Ongoing Charges Figure	1.00%	£3,000.00
	Total	1.37%	£4,100.00




*To keep things simple, we've assumed no investment growth for the year








Who we invest in



See how your money is delivering positive change for people and planet.
For total transparency, Triodos Investment Management publishes a list of all companies in the fund's investment portfolio. 
Explore the list
 




Top 5 holdings



As of 31/03/2024
	Name	% of fund
	NVIDIA	4.20%
	RELX 	4.00%
	EssilorLuxottica	3.90%
	Novo Nordisk	3.50%
	Advanced Drainage Systems	3.40%




Source: Triodos Investment Management




Portfolio breakdown by sector



Breakdown by sector








Share price and fund details



	Share price capitalisation (KR-cap) as of 08/04/2024	£51.98
	Share price distribution (KR-dis) as of 08/04/2024	£48.40
	Fund size (as of 08/04/2024)	€1,140,205,676.24
	Domicile	Luxembourg
	Valuation   	Daily
	Asset class	Equity
	Fund manager	Triodos Investment Management




This fund is domiciled in Luxembourg and regulated by the Commission de Surveillance du Secteur Financier. 
Any income generated by the fund is paid out to you with distribution shares or reinvested with capitalisation shares.




Documents



We want you to be sure this is the right investment for you. Before you invest, make sure you understand the risks and terms of your investment. This information is not financial advice. If you're unsure whether the Triodos Impact Funds are the right investment for you, please seek independent financial advice.



Essential reading
Before you invest please make sure you have read the following important documents:
	Terms and conditions (T&Cs) 
	Supplementary Information Document (SID) 
	Best execution policy 

Key Investor Information Documents:	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-Cap
	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-Dis



Sustainability-related disclosures
	Download the fund’s sustainability and SFDR related disclosures





Show all key documents



Factsheets
	 Factsheet Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-dis  English / 300 KB 


Key information document
	 PRIIPs KID Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-dis (EN)  English / 114 KB 
	 KIID Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund KR-dis  English / 108 KB 


Prospectus
	 Articles of incorporation  English / 269 KB 
	 Prospectus Triodos SICAV I  English / 1 MB 
	 Triodos SICAV I notice to shareholders  English / 148 KB 
	 Triodos SICAV I Available Shareclasses  English / 130 KB 


Sustainability-related disclosures
	 SFDR Art 10 website disclosure Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund  English / 368 KB 


Offering documentation
	 Best execution policy  English / 95 KB 
	 Supplementary information document: Impact Funds and Stocks and Shares ISA  English / 304 KB 
	 Best execution policy  English / 95 KB 
	 Supplementary information document: Impact Funds and Stocks and Shares ISA  English / 304 KB 
	 Terms and Conditions for Impact Investment Funds and Stocks and Shares ISA  English / 192 KB 


AGM
	 Triodos SICAV I - Agenda and explanatory notes - AGM 2023.04.26  English / 114 KB 
	 Triodos SICAV I - Agenda and explanatory notes - AGM 2024.04.24  English / 127 KB 
	 Triodos SICAV I - Dividend proposal - AGM 2024.04.24_UK  English / 117 KB 
	 Triodos SICAV I - Proxy form AGM 2024.04.24_UK  English / 99 KB 


Annual reports
	 Annual report Triodos SICAV I 2021  English / 2 MB 
	 Annual report Triodos SICAV I 2020  English / 3 MB 
	 Annual Report Triodos SICAV I 2022  English / 3 MB 
	 Annual report Triodos SICAV I 2023  English / 2 MB 
	 Annual report Triodos SICAV I 2023 (DE)  German / 2 MB 


Semi-annual reports
	 Semi-annual report Triodos SICAV I 2023  English / 3 MB 
	 Semi-annual report Triodos SICAV I 2022  English / 3 MB 
	 Semi-annual report Triodos SICAV I 2021  English / 2 MB 


Investment policies and guidelines
	 Triodos Minimum Standards  English / 247 KB 
	 Triodos Impact Equities and Bond Funds environmental footprints  English / 56 KB 
	 Impact Equities and Bonds Investment & Stewardship Policy  English / 242 KB 
	 Triodos Proxy Voting Guidelines  English / 199 KB 


Other
	 Extract Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce  English / 375 KB 
	 Principles of fund governance  English / 52 KB 
	 Triodos SICAV I Complaints Handling Policy  English / 79 KB 
	 European SRI Transparency Code 2022 Triodos Equity Funds  English / 297 KB 
	 2022 UK reporting fund obligations SICAV I  English / 603 KB 
	 Report to investors - explanatory notes 2019  English / 65 KB 
	 SICAV I report to investors 2019  English / 110 KB 

Show more
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The 3D Investing rating is an overall rating of a fund's performance, sustainability and ethical policy.




Investing basics
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Is investing right for me?
ColumnSix questions to ask yourself before investing.
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How does a fund work?
ColumnWe explain the basics of how funds work, and what makes the Triodos Impact Investment Funds stand out.




How to invest



Our how-to guide explains how you can invest in the Triodos Impact Funds
 Tell me how 


 Close pop-up How to buy shares or top up your impact investment
You can purchase shares in the Triodos Impact Investment Funds through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking.


	Choose the account you'd like to invest through
	Choose your fund
	Confirm your investment amount
	Review the details
	Authorise the purchase
	We'll arrange the rest

		Choose the account you'd like to invest through
	In your account Overview, click on the account you would like to invest through (either a Stocks and Share ISA or Impact Investment Account), check that you have the amount of money available that you want to invest in your linked Cash Account. If not, make a transfer into the Cash Account you want to invest from.
Your first deposit into your Cash Account must be from your nominated account. If you don’t make your first deposit from your nominated account it could cause delays in it showing in your account. 

See How do I add money to my Cash Account?



		Choose your fund
	Once you’ve chosen the account, select the ‘Invest More’ button and select the fund you would like to invest in (be careful to choose the correct fund), click ‘Invest’, select either distribution or capitalisation shares, and then ‘Lump Sum’.




		Confirm your investment amount
	Enter the amount you want to invest (minimum of £250 for lump sums or top ups and £25 for regular monthly investments) and click ‘Continue’.



		Review the details
	You will then see a summary of your instruction and an estimate of the associated annual costs, if you are happy with these click ‘Continue’.

The following page confirms your investment amount and the Cash Account which is to be debited.


On the next page you can read the Supplementary Information Document (SID) and Key Investor Information Document (KIID), and you’ll be asked to confirm that you have read them before you can proceed.



		Authorise the purchase
	Enter your Mobile Banking login or Internet Banking password to authorise the purchase.
You will then see confirmation that your purchase instruction has been received.



		We'll arrange the rest
	Instructions received before 10am on a Business Day will be dealt on the same day and you will receive the price for that day. Instructions received after 10am or on a non-Business Day will be dealt with on the following Business Day.
A contract note will be available under the ‘Transactions’ section for your Stocks and Share ISA or Impact Investment Account once the trade is completed. 




Was this helpful?
YesNo
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“We are all so much more aware than we were 20 years ago of the interconnectedness of things. We simply can’t turn a blind eye to the role that we, as consumers, play in perpetuating unjust and harmful acts against other people and the planet. That’s why having an ethical bank is important. ”
Dylan, Global Equities investor from London




FAQs
What are the minimum investment amounts in the impact investment funds?We offer four impact investment funds - the Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund, the Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund, the Triodos Future Generations Fund and the Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund. All the Impact Funds are available in two different share classes, distribution and capitalisation.
You can invest from as little as £25 per month when setting up a regular monthly investment, or from £250 for a lump sum or top up.
Was this helpful?
YesNo






What is a Cash Account and why do I need one?Every Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Account has a linked Cash Account. Cash Accounts are used for:
	holding the cash that you will use to make new investments, including regular monthly investments
	receiving dividend payments
	receiving proceeds from selling shares
	holding cash to cover your Annual Service Charge (which is charged quarterly)

You may have more than one Cash Account as a separate Cash Account is needed for each investment account you have. For example, you may have one Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account, a sole Impact Investment Cash Account and a joint Impact Investment Cash Account.
You will see your Cash Account coupled next to the Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Account it is linked to, in your account ‘Overview’ in the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking.
If you are adding money to your Cash Account for the first time, then this will need to be transferred from your nominated account. Subsequent payments into your Cash Account (ready to purchase more shares or to cover your Annual Service Charge) can come from any of your accounts. Take care to select the correct Cash Account to transfer money into as you may have more than one Cash Account as described above. You can find your Cash Account bank account number within the Mobile App or Internet Banking, use this along with our sort code 16-58-10.
Once you add money into a Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account linked to a Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA, this will count as an ISA subscription for the current tax year.
Money held in your Cash Account can be transferred out to your nominated account, though you may want to keep some money in your Cash Account to cover the Annual Service charge (charged quarterly), to cover regular monthly investments or to have a balance available to purchase more shares on an ad hoc basis. If you do not keep enough money in your Cash Account to cover your Annual Service Charge, we will instruct to sell shares in your investments to cover the required amount. See What are the charges for investing? for more details on the Annual Service Charge.
You may wish to set up a standing order to make regular payments into your Cash Account, to ensure money is available for your quarterly Annual Service Charge and/or for any regular monthly investments you set up. For more information see How do I add money to my Cash Account?
If you set up a standing order into your account, please ensure the money will be received and cleared in your Cash Account before your monthly investment date, bearing in mind that standing orders will not be processed on a weekend or a bank holiday.
Related
 How do I add money to my Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Cash Account?  Do I need to declare my ISA and how do I do this in Internet Banking? 


Was this helpful?
YesNo






How can I cancel a pending investment instruction (purchase or redemption)?Trades are submitted to the fund manager at 10am each Business Day. So you can cancel a trade which has not been dealt at any time prior to this.
To cancel a pending instruction, go to your investment account in Internet Banking or the Mobile App where you will find ‘Pending’ instructions under the ‘Transactions’ section. Click on the instruction you would like to cancel, you will be shown the key dates for your instruction and a cancel button (which will not be shown if your instruction has now been dealt and is therefore no longer pending). Select ‘Cancel’ then click ‘Continue’ to confirm you would like to cancel your instruction. You will then see a message confirming that your instruction has been cancelled.
Was this helpful?
YesNo






What are the charges for investing?There is an Annual Service Charge paid quarterly by Impact Fund investors and an Ongoing Charges Figure which is deducted from the fund daily and therefore not paid separately.


Annual Service Charge – paid by you quarterly 
The Annual Service Charge is tiered, so customers who hold more than £250,000 in either their Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA will pay a lower percentage on the investment balance over this amount.

Holdings in either a Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA
	The percentage charged per annum on any balance of holdings up to and including £250,000.00 is 0.40%
	The percentage charged per annum on any balance of holdings £250,000.01 and over is 0.20% 

The Annual Service Charge (ASC):
	is a charge that is collected by Triodos Bank UK to cover costs of providing our investment service, including administration costs.
	is expressed as an annual percentage but calculated and paid quarterly, based on the average value of your holding across the previous quarter.
	is paid from money in the linked Cash Account or by selling shares if there isn’t enough cash available (see below for details).

On the first Calendar Day of a new quarter we will check your Cash Account to see if cash is available to cover the Annual Service Charge for the previous quarter. If cash is available, it will be earmarked and deducted on the first weekday of the quarter. If you do not have enough money in your Cash Account to cover an upcoming Annual Service Charge, we will try to contact you beforehand by email or letter to let you know, so that you can pay into your Cash Account if you would like to.
If there is an insufficient cash balance on this day, we will instruct to sell shares in your investments to cover the whole amount (there is no charge to pay your Annual Service Charge in this way). The dealing instruction will be automatically generated to proportionately sell enough shares within your account based on your holding on the first Calendar Day of the new quarter. 
For more information, please also see How can I pay for my Annual Service Charge? and How do you decide which shares to sell from my holdings to cover my Annual Service Charge?
Please be aware that the sale of shares to cover the Annual Service Charge is classified as a disposal for Capital Gains Tax purposes and may need to be declared to HMRC (unless they are held in a Stocks and Shares ISA).
The Annual Service Charge will be itemised on your quarterly statement, which provides a breakdown of all charges applied over the previous quarter along with any additional trades during the period.


Ongoing Charges Figure – deducted from the fund daily and not paid separately by you
The Ongoing Charges Figure (OCF):
	is the ongoing costs of running the funds, also known as the Total Expense Ratio or TER). The OCF includes the fund managers Annual Management Charge and other expenses of running the fund, such as the board of directors and audit fees. The Annual Management Charge is the charge taken by Triodos Investment Management to select investments based on their sustainable and financial performance.
	is expressed as an annual percentage and calculated and deducted from the fund daily. The charge is reflected in the value of the fund and you do not need to pay for it separately.
	can be found in the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and may vary.
	includes the cost of converting between sterling and euros when buying and selling, which is charged at 0.2% of the exchange rate used (this fee is not applied directly to individual investments, it is shared by all euro and sterling investors in the fund and is already accounted for in the published share price).

Please visit the fund pages on our website for details of the current OCF:
Triodos Global Equity Impact Fund
Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund
Triodos Future Generations Fund 

Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund


Was this helpful?
YesNo






How do I add money to my Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Cash Account?If you are adding money to your Cash Account for the first time, then this will need to be transferred from your nominated account. Subsequent payments into your Cash Account (ready to purchase more shares or to cover your Annual Service Charge) can come from any account in your name. Take care to select the correct Cash Account to transfer money into as you may have more than one Cash Account. For example, you may have one Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account, a sole Impact Investment Cash Account and a joint Impact Investment Cash Account.
You can find your Cash Account bank account number within the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking, use this along with our sort code 16-58-10.
You may wish to set up a standing order to make regular payments into your Cash Account, to ensure money is available for your quarterly Annual Service Charge and/or for any regular monthly investments you set up. 
If you set up a standing order into your account, please ensure the money will be received and cleared in your Cash Account before your monthly investment date, bearing in mind that standing orders will not be processed on a weekend or a bank holiday.
Was this helpful?
YesNo






How do I know how much money to put into my Cash Account to cover my Annual Service Charge?The Annual Service Charge is tiered, so customers who hold more than £250,000 in either their Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA will pay a lower percentage on the investment balance over this amount.

Holdings in either a Triodos Impact Investment Account or Stocks and Shares ISA
	The percentage charged per annum on any balance of holdings up to and including £250,000.00 is 0.40%
	The percentage charged per annum on any balance of holdings £250,000.01 and over is 0.20%

The Annual Service Charge is calculated pro-rata quarterly based on the average value of your holding across the previous quarter. You can therefore look at your total holding and use this percentage to calculate the approximate charge. For example, if your average holding value for the quarter was £10,000, your Annual Service Charge will be £10 for that quarter.

If you don’t have sufficient cash in your Cash Account to cover your upcoming Annual Service Charge when we check your available balance on the first Calendar Day of a new quarter, we will arrange to sell some of your shares to cover the charge (there is no further charge to pay your Annual Service Charge in this way).
For more information see How do you decide which shares to sell from my holdings to cover my Annual Service Charge?
If you do not have enough money in your Cash Account to cover an upcoming Annual Service Charge, we will try to contact you beforehand by email or letter to let you know, so that you can pay into your Cash Account if you would like to.
Was this helpful?
YesNo






How can I pay for my Annual Service Charge?We will take your Annual Service Charge in one of the following two ways:
	Firstly, we will check your linked Cash Account on the first Calendar Day of a new quarter to see if there is a sufficient cash balance to cover the charge. If the cash is available, it will be earmarked and debited the same day, unless it’s a weekend, in which case the money will be debited on the next weekday.
	If there is an insufficient balance when we carry out this check, we will instruct to sell shares in your investments to cover the whole amount (there is no charge to pay your Annual Service Charge in this way).

Please note that if you have a Stocks and Shares ISA and have fully subscribed for the tax year, then you will not be able to add money to your linked Cash Account and your only option for payment of the charge will be for us to sell shares to cover the charge.
For more information, please also see What are the charges for investing? 
Was this helpful?
YesNo






How can I move my TBUK non-ISA impact investment into the Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA? (Bed and ISA)You can use your ISA allowance by 'wrapping' your existing impact investment funds in our Stocks and Shares ISA. Within the Stocks and Shares ISA you benefit from no further tax on income and no capital gains tax. The benefits of an ISA depend on your individual circumstances and tax rules may change in the future.

To wrap your existing holding in an ISA it must be sold and repurchased. The process of making this double transaction is also known as a 'Bed and ISA'. Follow the 3 steps below to do this: 

	Open a Stocks and Shares ISA (if you don't already have one)
Every Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Account has a linked Cash Account which is used to hold the cash that you will use to make new investments, including buying shares for a Bed and ISA.  For more information see What is a Cash Account and why do I need one?


	Sell your Impact Investment Account shares
You will need give us your instruction to sell your Impact Investment Account shares through the Mobile App or Internet Banking (see How to sell your impact investment shares). 


	Transfer the money into your Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account
Once you have received the money from the proceeds of the sale in your Impact Investment Cash Account, you can then transfer it into your Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account using the Mobile App or Internet Banking (see How do I add money to my Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Cash Account?).

Money added into a Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account will count as an ISA subscription for the current tax year. You can then take your time to decide what investments you would like to make, safe in the knowledge that your money has already counted as a subscription for the current tax year. For more information see How to buy shares or top up your impact investment.

Please note, when selling your holding outside of the ISA wrapper you will realise a capital gain or loss. Most people have a capital gains allowance of £3,000 (for the 2024/25 tax year), any gain below this amount means there is no charge on any profit you made. If you happen to make a capital loss this can be used to offset future capital gains.
Related
 Do I need to declare my ISA and how do I do this in Internet Banking? 


Was this helpful?
YesNo






What funds can I invest in as part of the Impact Investment offering?The Triodos Impact Investment Funds are sub-funds of Triodos SICAV I, a “Société d’Investissement à Capital Variable” established in Luxembourg. Triodos SICAV I has a Passport into the UK, enabling UK distribution. Triodos SICAV I, including its sub-funds, is governed by the law of the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg.
The funds being offered in the UK are:

Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund
Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund offers investors the possibility to invest in equities issued by larger listed companies worldwide delivering superior social and environmental performance within their sector as well as a strong financial performance.
Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund
Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund provides investors the opportunity to invest in equities issued by innovative and pioneering small and medium-sized listed companies worldwide that focus on the sustainable themes of climate protection, clean planet, healthy living, and or corporate social responsibility.
Triodos Future Generations Fund
The Triodos Future Generations Fund focuses particularly on the welfare of children across the world such as child health and survival, access to education, protection from violence and exploitation, environment and climate, and equality and inclusion.

Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund
The Sterling Bond Impact Fund aims to generate positive impact and a stable income from a portfolio of bonds such as corporate, green and social bonds, and bonds issued by the UK government known as gilts.


Was this helpful?
YesNo






What happens if there is an insufficient balance in my Cash Account on the day my regular monthly investment is due?On the day your monthly investment is due we will check to see if there is a sufficient balance in your Cash Account at 1am. If the money is available then your monthly investment will be dealt that day if it is a Business Day or the next Business Day if your monthly investment date falls on a weekend or other non-Business Day. The usual trade cycle is then followed and the deal is priced at the next available valuation point - the Triodos Impact Investment Funds value every Business Day in the morning before European markets open.
If there is an insufficient balance, we will be unable to carry out your monthly investment instruction. We will notify you by email if this happens.  We will try to take the payment again the following month unless you cancel your instruction which you can do in Internet Banking or the Mobile App. For more information see How can I cancel a pending investment instruction (purchase or redemption)?

If you do not have enough money in your Cash Account to cover an upcoming monthly investment, we will try to contact you beforehand by email to let you know, so that you can pay into your Cash Account if you would like to.

You may wish to set up a standing order to make regular payments into your Cash Account, to ensure money is available for your quarterly Annual Service Charge and/or for any regular monthly investments you set up. For more information see How do I add money to my Cash Account?
If you set up a standing order into your account, please ensure the money will be received and cleared in your Cash Account before your monthly investment date, bearing in mind that standing orders will not be processed on a weekend or a bank holiday.
Related
 How can I cancel a pending investment instruction (purchase or redemption)?  How do I add money to my Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Cash Account? 


Was this helpful?
YesNo






How can I set up a regular monthly investment?You can set up a regular monthly investment from as little as £25 per month through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking. See our guide on How to set up a regular monthly investment

You will need to ensure that there is a sufficient cash balance in your Cash Account on the day you set up your regular monthly investment, as well as the day it is due otherwise we will not be able to process your instruction. For more information see What happens if there is an insufficient balance in my Cash Account on the day my regular monthly investment is due?
Was this helpful?
YesNo






How do you decide which shares to sell from my holdings to cover my Annual Service Charge?If you don’t have sufficient cash in your Cash Account to cover your upcoming Annual Service Charge when we carry out the check on the first Calendar Day of a new quarter, we will arrange to sell some of your shares to cover the charge (there is no charge to pay your Annual Service Charge in this way). 
We will calculate your Annual Service Charge based on your average holding across the previous quarter. If you have holdings in more than one fund or share class, we will sell shares from each proportionate to the value you have in each fund/share class based on your holding on the first Calendar Day of the new quarter. For example, if your average holding for the previous quarter is £12,500 with £7,500 in the Triodos Global Equity Impact Fund (3/5ths of the average holding) and £2,500 in the Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund (2/5ths of the average holding) on the first Calendar Day of the new quarter, then your Annual Service Charge will be £12.50 in total with £7.50 (3/5ths) deducted from your Triodos Global Equity Impact Fund holding and £5.00 (2/5ths) deducted from your Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund holding.
Was this helpful?
YesNo






What happens if my regular monthly investment date is the same as when my Annual Service Charge is due?If your monthly investment date falls on the first Calendar Day of a new quarter (when we check your Cash Account to see if money is available to cover the Annual Service Charge for the previous quarter), your monthly investment will take precedence over your Annual Service Charge.  
If there is an insufficient cash balance following the earmarking of the money for your monthly investment, we will instruct to sell shares in your investments to cover the whole amount (there is no charge to pay your Annual Service Charge in this way). To avoid this scenario occurring, you should endeavour to have a sufficient cash balance within your Cash Account to satisfy any applicable charges.
You may wish to set up a standing order to make regular payments into your Cash Account, to ensure money is available for your quarterly Annual Service Charge and/or for any regular monthly investments you set up. For more information see How do I add money to my Cash Account?
If you set up a standing order into your account, please ensure the money will be received and cleared in your Cash Account before your monthly investment date, bearing in mind that standing orders will not be processed on a weekend or a bank holiday.
Related
 How do I add money to my Stocks and Shares ISA or Impact Investment Cash Account? 


Was this helpful?
YesNo






How can I change my regular monthly investment date or amount? You cannot amend your regular monthly investment date or amount but you can cancel it at any time before the 10am dealing cut off through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking. You can then set up one or more regular monthly investments for a different date or amount should you wish to.

For more information see How can I cancel a pending investment instruction (purchase or redemption)?
Related
 How can I cancel a pending investment instruction (purchase or redemption)? 


Was this helpful?
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Which funds am I able to invest in by opening a Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA?By opening a Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA you can invest any of our impact investment funds:
	Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund 
	Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund

	Triodos Future Generations Fund
	Triodos Sterling Bond Impact Fund

Was this helpful?
YesNo






Can I switch my investment between funds or share classes?You can switch between funds and share classes. A switch is when you sell your holding in one fund or share class and buy back another. For example, if you hold shares in the Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund and want to switch to the Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund or if you wanted to switch from holding distribution shares to holding capitalisation shares within the same fund.
You can do this through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking. Simply sell the shares you no longer want and once that deal has settled and the funds have arrived in your Cash Account you can purchase the shares in the fund you now want instead. The minimum investment amount of £250 applies for initial investments and top ups, or £25 per month for regular monthly investments.
If you would like to switch, please ensure you have read the relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID) for the new fund which can be found under Key Documents on the fund pages, as well as the Supplementary Information Document (SID) and the Terms and Conditions for our Impact Investment Funds and Stocks and Shares ISA.
Please note, when selling your holding outside of an ISA wrapper you may realise a capital gain or loss. Most individuals have a capital gains allowance of £3,000 (for the 2024/25 tax year), any gain below this amount means there is no charge on any profit you made. If you happen to make a capital loss this can be used to offset future capital gains.

For further information see How can I move my TBUK non-ISA impact investment into the Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA? (Bed & ISA).
Once you add money into a Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account, this will count as an ISA subscription for the current tax year.
Keep in mind that when you buy and sell investments, you might buy back slightly less due to market movement. And with investing in general, there’s always the risk that you could get back less than you put in.
Was this helpful?
YesNo









Apply now


Bring your money and your values together to create positive change
 Start my application 





Transfer into our Stocks and Shares ISA



How to transfer an existing ISA to a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA
You can transfer some or all of an existing ISA to a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA and invest in the Triodos Impact Investment Funds - without losing your tax-free ISA status. Remember, the benefits of ISAs depend on your circumstances and tax rules may change in future.

You can transfer from another provider, or from a Triodos Cash ISA or Innovative Finance ISA. Please check with your existing ISA provider if there are any penalties or charges for transferring out.

You can transfer in just a few simple steps.




	Open a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA
	Complete your transfer form
	We’ll transfer the cash across to your ISA

		Open a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA
	Already have a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA? Move onto step two.
If you don’t currently have one, you'll need to apply for a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA through the Triodos Mobile Banking App before you can make a transfer into it.



		Complete your transfer form
	Download the transfer form, complete it and return it to the address on the form.
	Transfer from another provider to a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA
	Transfer from another Triodos ISA to a Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA

The form tells us which ISAs you want to move. If you want to transfer more than one ISA to us, please send us a separate form for each ISA you wish to transfer.

The transfer forms are interactive so you can add your details online. However, we need an original signature, so you'll need to print and sign the form before posting it to us. 




		We’ll transfer the cash across to your ISA
	We’ll transfer the funds directly between your ISAs and protect your tax-free ISA status.
Do not move funds out of an ISA yourself, because your money will lose this ISA status.
We’ll let you know when the transfer is complete. The whole process usually takes 14-30 days.




	Related

Downloads
 Transfer an ISA from another provider to a Triodos Stocks and Shares ISA Transfer between existing Triodos ISAs 




Was this helpful?
YesNo








Top up your investment



How do I purchase shares in the Triodos Impact Investment Funds?


You can purchase shares in the Triodos Impact Investment Funds through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking. See our guide on How to buy shares or top up your impact investment.


Related
 How to buy shares or top up your impact investment 




Was this helpful?
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Switch between Impact Funds



Can I switch my investment between funds or share classes?


You can switch between funds and share classes. A switch is when you sell your holding in one fund or share class and buy back another. For example, if you hold shares in the Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund and want to switch to the Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund or if you wanted to switch from holding distribution shares to holding capitalisation shares within the same fund.
You can do this through the Triodos Mobile Banking App or Internet Banking. Simply sell the shares you no longer want and once that deal has settled and the funds have arrived in your Cash Account you can purchase the shares in the fund you now want instead. The minimum investment amount of £250 applies for initial investments and top ups, or £25 per month for regular monthly investments.
If you would like to switch, please ensure you have read the relevant Key Investor Information Document (KIID) for the new fund which can be found under Key Documents on the fund pages, as well as the Supplementary Information Document (SID) and the Terms and Conditions for our Impact Investment Funds and Stocks and Shares ISA.
Please note, when selling your holding outside of an ISA wrapper you may realise a capital gain or loss. Most individuals have a capital gains allowance of £3,000 (for the 2024/25 tax year), any gain below this amount means there is no charge on any profit you made. If you happen to make a capital loss this can be used to offset future capital gains.

For further information see How can I move my TBUK non-ISA impact investment into the Triodos Stocks & Shares ISA? (Bed & ISA).
Once you add money into a Stocks and Shares ISA Cash Account, this will count as an ISA subscription for the current tax year.
Keep in mind that when you buy and sell investments, you might buy back slightly less due to market movement. And with investing in general, there’s always the risk that you could get back less than you put in.


Was this helpful?
YesNo








Impact of the fund in numbers and stories

Impact report 2022


 Tell me more 


 Close pop-up Impact in 2022

Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund


Discover highlights from our Impact Report below to see how the Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund helped make a positive social and environmental difference last year. All figures reflect data as per end of 2022.
 Explore the full Impact Report 


Impact through our transition themes



Triodos Global Equities Impact Fund measures impact first and foremost as positive contribution to our sustainable transition themes. Each company in the portfolio must positively contribute to at least one of these themes through its commercial strategy. In 2022, the fund’s portfolio contributed positively to the following themes:




Portfolio breakdown by transition theme



[image: alt]Portfolio breakdown by transition theme



Engaging with organisations to drive change



How do we engage with companies and institutions to influence positive change?



Stewardship is integrated in every aspect of the fund’s investment management process to promote sustainable value creation for all our stakeholders. We engage with companies and institutions to drive positive change. Where appropriate, we discuss governance, environmental and social issues relevant to their specific business models. 

 These discussions often take place before a company is added to the investable universe. In 2022, the Impact Equities and Bond funds’ formal engagement agenda focused on five topics:




Climate change
As an equity investor, we vote on management proposals and shareholder resolutions at company AGMs. ‘Say on Climate’ proposals are designed to give shareholders the possibility to vote on a company’s climate strategy. They can be submitted both by a company’s management and its shareholders.

 Read the full article.


Executive remuneration
Inequality has reached unsustainable levels in today’s world. Excessive executive remuneration is an important cause of the widening gap in wealth and income distribution. We engaged with several companies to encourage balanced and fair remuneration policies and practices.

 Read the full article.


Hazardous chemicals
Chemical companies should phase out substances that are harmful to the environment and people’s health. Triodos participated in engagement with ChemSec to urge companies to improve transparency on hazardous and persistent chemicals.

 Read the full article.




Living wages
A living wage allows a decent livelihood, including housing, food, healthcare and education. For many workers, particularly in the textiles and apparel industry, this is still unattainable. On behalf of the Platform Living Wages Financials. We engaged with adidas and Nike on this topic.

 Read the full article.


ESG in Japan
ESG in Japan is still in the maturing phase compared to the Americas and Europe. We engaged with 16 Japanese companies to check their progress in ESG, and define the areas where they are doing well, and the areas that need improvement.

 Read the full article.




Proxy voting



We consider the responsible use of voting rights an especially powerful tool to change public companies for the better. In 2022, the fund voted at 54 Annual General Meetings on a total of 777 agenda items.



	We vote in-person or by proxy for all investments for which we hold voting shares.  
	We vote the same for all shares we hold of a company, across all our funds, applying our company-wide vision for sustainability. 
	We apply strict voting standards on things like remuneration, board independence, tax transparency, and gender equality.
	We publish the fund’s full voting and engagement records.





Our funds are internationally recognised



The fund has earned the highest possible scores across most major European sustainable investment labels



[image: alt]Read more about the Nordic Swan Ecolabel




Explore the full Impact Report for the Global Equities Fund



 Find out more 



CloseThis is impact investing



Our latest stories about socially responsible and impact investing
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Little and often: investing for a positive future in troubled times
NewsDiscover the impact that monthly investing could have on your finances, whilst also benefitting our future globally.
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Danone: On its way to becoming a B-Corp
Case StudyDanone is a food multinational aiming for 100% B Corp certification, with several divisions already certified. One of many good reasons they were selected for the Triodos Impact Investment Funds.

	[image: alt]

Climate emergency drives growth in impact investing
ResearchMore investors (66%) would like to support companies that contribute positively to society and environment than in any previous year of the Triodos annual survey.*




You might also be interested in



	Triodos Pioneer Impact Fund
	Invests globally in small and medium-sized companies pioneering the transition to a sustainable economy and society
	A concentrated portfolio with a focus on innovative businesses
	Takes a higher risk approach to provide greater long-term performance potential
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	Stocks and Shares ISA
	Most popular account to start investing
	Invest from as little as £25 per month or a lump sum or top up from £250, up to a maximum of £20,000 per tax year
	Any returns are tax-efficient

Tax-efficient investments in sustainable listed companies
[image: alt]
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 Follow us on 

 Accessibility  Privacy and cookie policy  Complaints  Website terms of use  E-commerce directive  Conflict of interest statement  Brexit notice  Financial Services Compensation Scheme  Open Banking for developers  Modern Slavery Statement  Diversity and inclusion statement 


Triodos Bank UK Ltd. Registered Office: Deanery Road, Bristol, BS1 5AS. Registered in England and Wales No. 11379025. Authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority under registration number 817008. Triodos Bank UK Ltd adheres to the Standards of Lending Practice, which is monitored and enforced by The Lending Standards Board. Further details can be found at  www.lendingstandardsboard.org.uk
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